The output volatility can cause the recession in the economy by random shocks. Growth volatility, output variability, fluctuation 
INTRODUCTION
Until the 1980s, business cycle theories focused on the output deviations while growth theories focused on the growth determinants. After the 1980s, with the changes in economic structure, it became important to deal with these two theories and develop different model structures that reveal the relationship between business cycle and output growth fluctuations. Business cycle theory is important in order to understand the causes of economic fluctuations in developed and developing countries. Lucas (1983) defines business cycles as employment, output, and recurrent movements in the composition of output in relation to simultaneous movements of output on prices and other variables. Although the unforeseeable changes in the money supply cannot solely cause business cycles, the transition from financial business cycles to real business cycles has begun. Monetary policy mistakes, nominal shocks, and lack of information are underlined as the causes of business cycles. Since business cycles emerge because of industrialization and proliferation of monetary economies, they are associated more with industrial and trade sectors in deliberation within the economic structure.
Traditional business cycle model indicates that there is no relationship between output fluctuations and growth (Friedman, 1968) . In business cycle model, it is assumed that the output gets further away from natural rate as a result of misperception of price levels. Therefore, the long-term output growth is independent from information asymmetry. Changes in rate of output growth are caused by real factors. Lucas (1988) showed that, independent of output fluctuations, there is no transition between growth and business cycles in the long run. Schumpeter (1939) emphasized the existence of a positive relationship between output volatility and growth rates since output fluctuations during periods of recession lead to research and development (R&D) spending. Black (1987) argued that, contrary to the traditional business cycle theory, there is a positive relationship between output volatility and average growth. The investments in high-risk technologies can be sustained only if the expected returns of these investments are large enough to compensate for the additional risk. Sandmo (1970) and Mirman (1971) claimed that since more income variability (uncertainty) leads to higher rate of economic growth, because of precautionary reasons, according to the neoclassical growth theory, due to the higher rate of savings. Blackburn (1999) showed that business cycle volatility increases long-term growth of the economy. Abel (1983) and Caballero and Hammour (1994) showed the existence of a positive relationship between growth and volatility. Keynes (1936) argued that the perception of investment projects as more risky, when there are fluctuations in the economy, reduces investment-production demand. In this context, entrepreneurs take the fluctuations in economic activity into consideration when calculating the return on their investments. Bernanke (1983) and Pindyck (1991) pointed out that the negative relationship between output fluctuation and growth is caused by the lack of return on investment at firm level. Aghion and Howitt (2006) expressed the existence of a negative relationship between output growth and volatility. Blackburn and Pelloni (2004) showed that the correlation between output growth and volatility is a function of the types of shocks sustained in the economic structure. Additionally, output growth can also have direct /indirect effect on output uncertainty. The increase of output growth can lead to high inflation (short-term Phillips curve) and inflation uncertainty (Friedman, 1977) . The increase in inflation uncertainty reduces the real uncertainty (Taylor, 1979) and brings out a negative relationship between output growth and output uncertainty. From another point of view, the decline in output growth in response to monetary policy shocks creates more uncertainty in future prices and causes a decrease in output uncertainty as a reaction.
I. ECONOMETRIC METHODOLOGY
A correct specification of output volatility (uncertainty) is important to make efficient econometric inferences. The stochastic volatility (SV) models that involve observable data and unobservable conditional variance give better in sample fit and do better out-of-sample forecast than ARCH-type models (Kim et al., 1998; Yu,2002) In periods of volatility jumps, stochastic volatility models provide superior forecasts (Geweke, 2005) .
I.I. Stochastic Volatility
While conditional variance is modelled as an observable function under generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) models, it is modelled as an unobservable variable in SV models. The SV models, which assumes that the unknown volatility changes in a stochastic manner over time, has better forecasting performance than the GARCH models do. Variance is used logarithmically for the positive definiteness of conditional variance in the SV model. Variance is taken as an unobservable component and is modelled as a state-space model. In stochastic volatility, it is assumed that while time series, in continuous time, follows a geometric Brownian motion; the time series is martingale and its logarithmic variance, in discrete time, follows an autoregressive process. While log-variance is ℎ " , unconditional mean is , autoregressive term is , and standard deviation is , then " " = ,
can ben modelled as above (Vo,2009 (Durbin ve Kopman,1997) . should be less than one to ensure the stationary condition. There is a high persistence in the conditional variance in SV models.
I.II. Stochastic Volatility with Markov Regime Switching
The Markov switching model has been effective in modelling business cycle, interest rates, exchange rates, etc. Based on different regime structures, MS models provide information about the effects of data on fluctuations, turning points of fluctuations, and the duration of fluctuation intervals. The structure that appeared at a random time leaves its place to a new structure with the switch in regimes. That is why the switches between regimes, which occurred at a random time, are completely independent. When the series is assumed to have a turning point on its independent average in period and for observation values after , ℎ " − / = Φ / (ℎ "45 − / ) + " , Φ 5 and Φ / coefficients explain the behavior of the series before and after moment and ensure a better observation of the change that will take place. Additionally, if the cause of the change that took place in 5 and / is unknown than series cannot be foreseen. Since economic fluctuations involve more than one turning points and shifts, in period , a defined regime variable " can take different values. Here, the regime elements of P matrix are expressed respectively as 55 = [ " = 1| "45 = 1] = that gives the probability of transition from first regime to first regime, 5/ = [ " = 2| "45 = 1] = 1 − that gives the probability of switching from first regime to second regime, /5 = [ " = 1| "45 = 2] = that gives the probability of switching from second regime to first regime and // = [ " = 2| "45 = 2] = 1 − that gives the probability of switching from second regime to second regime (Hamilton, 1994) .
Regime switching stochastic volatility assists to conquer structural changes of the volatility process and give information when there is a jump in volatility. When unconditional mean of return , Q . is the stationary mean of ℎ " , which is constrained to be positive is the sensitivity of Q . to the latent state, the MSSV model can be written as above. Q . follows a two-state ergodic discrete first-order Markov process. " and " are assumed to be independent (Vo,2009) .
II. THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE OUTPUT GROWTH
The industrial production index (IPI), also called industrial output index or industrial volume index, is a business cycle indicator that measures monthly changes in the price-adjusted output of industry. Industrial production index for 1987:01-2017:04 monthly periods are obtained from the Electronic Data Distribution System, Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey. The dynamic structure can be examined by observing output growth. Figure 1. shows the tendency of the output growth rate with respect to time. Ljung-Box portmanteau test at 12 and 24 lags, respectively 81.94 and 183.00, suggest that both " and " are highly autocorrelated and it is found that there is a strong ARCH effect ( * / = 52.82). Because output growth series exhibits autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity, stochastic volatility can be used to explain the behaviour of the output growth.
.
Figure 1. Tendency of Output Growth Rate by Time
Growth measures expressed as percentage changes are obtained by taking the logarithmic firstorder-differences. Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF), Phillips-Perron (PP), Kwiatkowski-PhillipsSchmidt-Shin (KPSS) tests are applied to the output growth in Table 1 . for set out the stationarity. It is determined that the output growth is stationary at %5 significance level. The model structure used in this article is given as follows:
ℎ " − Q . = Hℎ "45 − Q .kl J + 5 "45 + " If = 0, the model turns SV model. In order to catch the growth dynamics, mean equation for output is defined as an auto-regressive model. The appropriate lag used in the model were determined using the Akaike information criteria (AIC). Parameter estimations and test statistics of the SV and MSSV models' mean and variance equation are shown in Table 2 . To allow past output growth affect the output uncertainty, the variance equation is consist of output growth with one lag. Since , used to find the stability of shocks is statistically meaningful and smaller than one, it is determined that ℎ " is stationary. It is found that a one-period lag in the output growth, which is included in the variance equation, is statistically meaningful and has a positive effect. In this paper, output growth ( " ) is modelled with an AR(1) process and a stochastic volatility.
" and " are assumed to be normal. Moreover, the prior distributions of and are assumed normal. Bayesian MCMC method with Gibbs sampling algorithm is used in estimation of MSSV model. and are constrained in order for " and ℎ " to be stationary. Gelmen and Rubin (1992) approach shows that potential scale factor M is close to one for every parameter means that the results are not sensitive to the initial value. It is observed that all parameters are significantly at %5 and %10 significance level. φ is found close to unity means in SV model that a shock to volatility is highly persistent. While all parameter estimates are found significantly at %5 and %10 significance level in MSSV model, is significantly reduced. To evaluate the forecasting performance of a model, realized volatility is obtained by
where s is the daily return on day i and " is the number of trading days in a month . The root mean square error (RMSE), the mean absolute error (MAE), and the Theil-U statistic are used to evaluate the forecasting performance. SV model shows the best performance under two of them in sample. However, the MSSV model shows best performance, the lower the metrics, under all of them in the out of sample. Table 3 shows the results of F statistics for the Granger causality analysis between output uncertainty and output growth. " ⇏ ℎ " shows the null hypothesis which means that " is not the Granger causality of ℎ " . The null hypothesis indicating that the output growth is not the causality of output uncertainty is rejected at the 5% significance level; whereas, the null hypothesis indicating that the output uncertainty is not the causality of output growth is rejected at the 10% significance level. Since the results are sensitive to the lag lengths, the appropriate lags are assumed 4, 8 and 12. It is found that there is bi-directional Granger causality between the output uncertainty and output growth. It is observed that the total sum of the delayed coefficients is positive ( " ⇏ ℎ " ) and positive(ℎ " ⇏ " ).
CONCLUSION
After the regime switching stochastic volatility model is estimated by the Bayesian Markov chain Monte-Carlo method with the Gibbs sampling algorithm, the performances of the stochastic volatility and regime switching stochastic volatility model are evaluated by comparing the forecasting powers. It can be said that changes in regime might create an artificially high persistence in volatility because the persistence parameter is found smaller than the SV. It is also found that using MSSV models improves the short-term forecasting power.
The sign and direction of the relationship between output growth and uncertainty, which affect the design of economic policies, provide a priori knowledge for understanding the fluctuations in the resources of business cycles and economic activities. In this study, the relationship between output growth and uncertainty is investigated by using the SV model structure in which no suspicious results are obtained because of the assumptions of distribution of errors; better adapts to the data structure than GARCH model structure and allows for the identification of unexpected volatility that is not considered in the GARCH model structure. When parameter forecasts and causalities are examined, it is concluded that there is a mutually positive causality between output growth and output uncertainty. It is determined that, in Turkey, output uncertainty is strongly affected by output growth. In Turkey, which is in developing economies, there is a gap between potential output and actual output. In addition, the reactions, which arise from the policies implemented to close this gap, can have a positive impact on uncertainty. The increase in output uncertainty reduces savings while increasing investments. Since the increase in investment increases output, the output uncertainty positively affects the output.
